INDICATOR BLUE
™

Spray Pattern Marker
For Turf, Landscape, Industrial, Municipal, Utility, and Rights-Of-Way Uses.
NET CONTENTS: 0.946L or 4.0 L
ACTIVE INGREDIENTS: Dye, coupling agents & inert Ingredients…………………..100%

GENERAL INFORMATION
INDICATOR BLUE is an easy-to-use, concentrated liquid
spray marker colorant. It is non-toxic and has been
developed for use as a temporary blue spray indicator that
can be added to pesticides and other liquid spray solutions.
INDICATOR BLUE helps the applicator know where they
have sprayed by showing a highly visible but temporary
blue marking. It dissipates quickly and mixes well with
many liquids. Knowing where you have sprayed helps
prevent costly overlaps and skips. It can also indicate drift
and improper application.
INDICATOR BLUE can be used in many areas such as golf
courses, athletic fields, utility areas, cemeteries, parks, lawn
care, municipal properties, rights-of-way, industrial, forestry
and many other grass areas.
CAUTION: KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN
Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothing. Do not take
internally.
PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Do not contaminate water sources by runoff from cleaning
of equipment, disposal of equipment wash-waters, or spray
waste. Wear eye protection and rubber gloves when
handling or using INDICATOR BLUE.
STORAGE AND DISPOSAL
Store in original container only. Keep container tightly
closed and do not allow water to come in contact with the
container contents. Store above 0 oC to prevent freezing.
Do not contaminate food or feed by leak, spill or disposal of
product. Do not store with oxidizing agents or ammonium
nitrate. Triple rinse and offer for recycling or disposal in
accordance with local, provincial and federal regulations.
APPLICATION RATES
Shake well before using. Apply 0.946 L of INDICATOR
BLUE per 378.5 L of spray mixture. For backpacks add 2.5
mL/Litre or 50 mL/20Litre. Add INDICATOR BLUE to the
spray tank when it is half full. The rate can be adjusted up
or down. Higher rates will increase the darkness of the
spray pattern. Colouration may vary with turf colour and
height, spray rates, and water conditions.
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For optimal rates of INDICATOR BLUE, test with the spray
solution and rate of INDICATOR BLUE before use and
adjust as needed. Find a rate that is functional and
economical.
INDICATOR BLUE can be used with any type of sprayer
including backpack, wand, or any other type of sprayer.
Lower rates could be used for bare ground, gravel and
highway rights-of-way. The recommended rate may be
used more for lawn, landscape and large turf areas and
utility rights-of-way. Adjust rate for functionality and
economics.
FIRST AID
Inhalation: Move victim to fresh air. Give artificial
respiration ONLY if breathing has stopped. Give
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) if there is no breathing
AND no pulse. Obtain medical advice IMMEDIATELY.
Skin contact: Flush skin with running water for a minimum
of 20 minutes. Start flushing while removing contaminated
clothing. If irritation persists, repeat flushing. Obtain medical
attention IMMEDIATELY.
Eye contact: Immediately flush eyes with running water for
a minimum of 20 minutes. Hold eyelids open during
flushing. If irritation persists, repeat flushing. Obtain medical
attention IMMEDIATELY.
Ingestion: If victim is alert and not convulsing, rinse mouth
out and give 200-300 mL (1 cup) of water to dilute material.
If spontaneous vomiting occurs, have victim lean forward
with head down to avoid breathing in of vomitus, rinse
mouth and administer more water. Obtain medical attention
IMMEDIATELY.
WARRANTY
Seller warrants that this product conforms to its chemical
description and is reasonably fit for the purpose stated on
the label when used in accordance with directions under
normal conditions of use, but neither this warranty nor any
other warranty of merchantability of fitness for a particular
purpose, expressed or implied, extends to the use of this
product contrary to label instructions, or under abnormal
conditions, or under conditions not reasonably foreseeable
to the seller, and the buyer assumes the risk or any such
use.
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